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LiveHire - What is the opportunity 
& what is our Solution?
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…Empower the flow 
of the world’s talent. 

Our 
mission is 
simple…

LiveHire is a globally awarded recruitment, talent mobility and direct 
sourcing software platform. 

Our intuitive design allows organisations to source, engage and hire 
permanent, contingent, and internal talent. 

Our unique offering provides talent pooling and two-way SMS functionality 
to help organisations make faster hires while providing a highly engaged 
candidate and recruiter experience.
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A global war for talent places a 
premium on candidate experience 
and speed of quality hires.

Attracting and retaining skilled workers has rarely been more 
challenging as 54%1 of companies globally report talent shortages

Talent shortages in the U.S. have more than tripled in a decade 
with 69%2 of employers struggling to fill positions up from just 
14%2 in 2010

By 2030 the talent deficit is expected to reach 85.2 million3 and 
result in USD 8.5 trillion3 in unrealised annual revenue 

Pressure to fill roles quickly, while delivering a positive candidate 
experience

5

1. Forbes: Why U.S. Talent Shortages Are At A 10-Year High
2. Manpower Group Survey 2020: U.S. Talent Shortages at Ten Year High: To Attract and Retain the Best Talent Employers Need to Understand What Workers 

Want
3. Korn Ferry Future of work the global talent crunch
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Permanent Hiring

Internal Mobility Outplacement

Contingent Hiring  Save on hires

HRIS/VMS

Talent Cloud

Increase speed 
of hires

LiveHire’s vision of Total Talent Management
LiveHire’s platform is uniquely positioned to deliver quality hires across contingent, permanent and internal.
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Attract
• Multi-Channel & 

A.I. Sourcing
• Talent 

Community & 
Connect

• Talent Pool & A.I. 
Matching

Engage
• Advertise
• Campus Events
• Recruitment 

Marketing

Evaluate
• Assess & Screen
• Video Interview 
• Scheduling
• References 
• Background 

Checks

Hire
• Onboarding

Pay & Retain
• Payroll
• Shift Scheduling
• Workforce 

management

Examples of integrations at each stage of the hiring cycle

LiveHire’s platform delivers exceptional flexibility 
Clients can plug-and-play integrations tailored to their needs across the entire hiring lifecycle.
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Recap FY22
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Strong year across all key business drivers ensures 
solid momentum into FY23

SaaS in APAC performs strongly across key drivers with 
record client retention:

✔ Closing clients of 174 (up 26% on PCP)
✔ Annual recurring revenue (ARR) of $5.7m up 31% on PCP
✔ Higher price point on new sales with average new sale ARR of 

$28k (up 13% on PCP)
✔ NRR rate % (12mth rolling) for the period is 97% (up from 91% 

PCP)

Direct Sourcing in North America continues to drive 
momentum in strong client growth:

✔ 30 clients (up 16 on PCP) and 26 partners (up 12 on PCP) to close 
the year. 

✔ Strong revenue growth of 41% up to $2.0m with new clients to start 
ramping in FY23

✔ A diverse mix of partners includes 15 staffing, 5 Managed Service 
Providers, 2 consulting and 4 Vendor Management System
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Solid financial indicators and TCC's grow strongly:

✔Strong balance sheet and fully funded for current management 
plan with $7.3m in bank (an additional $10.1m was raised through a 
rights issue  in Q1 23)

✔Strong revenue from contracts with customers up 32% on PCP, 
driven by 41% increase in direct sourcing and continued strong 
growth in SaaS (ARR up 31% on PCP)

✔Operating cash burn up 14% on PCP and EBITDA (statutory) down 
63% driven by growth of US team to continue strategic expansion in 
North America

✔Total TCC’s for the period of 6.1m was up 46% on PCP (4.2m)
○ANZ TCC’s of 3.9m, up 37% from PCP
○North American TCC’s of 2.2m, up 63% from PCP (makes up 37% of 

TCC’s, 12% up on PCP)

Solid year across all key business drivers ensures momentum into FY23
Key Performance Metrics:

Note:  None of the information included in this presentation should be considered individually material, unless specifically stated. 

SaaS Performance: FY20 FY21 FY22 YOY % Var

Closing Clients (Logos) 110 138 174 26%

Closing ARR Revenue ($m) $3.496 $4.322 $5.668 31%

Recurring revenue % of Total SaaS 84% 90% 88% (2)%

NRR % 12mth rolling 80% 91% 97% 6%

Direct Sourcing Performance: FY20 FY21 FY22 YOY % Var

Closing Partners 2 14 26 86%

Closing Clients (Logos) 2 14 30 114%

Revenue ($m) $0.007 $1.398 $1.970 41%

Financial Performance: FY20 FY21 FY22 YOY % Var

Total Customer Revenue ($m) $3.456 $5.533 $7.309 32%

EBITDA Statutory ($m) ($13.266) ($6.368) ($10.368) (63)%

Operating Cash Burn ($m)1 ($13,274) ($6.917) ($7.859) (14)%

Total Cash Burn ($m) ($13.033) ($6.565) ($7.086) (8)%

Closing Cash ($m) $20.981 $14.416 $7.330 (49)%

1 Relates to Appendix 4C net cash from (used in) operating activities
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Direct Sourcing Opportunity & 
Case Study 
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The Direct Sourcing Opportunity
North America is a huge market ripe for disruption.

The LiveHire Opportunity 

LiveHire disintermediates the ~20%5 mark-ups charged 
on the US$80 billion1 plus contractor staffing spend. 

LiveHire’s Fee at 1-2% could indicate a US$800 million+ 
TAM in North America. 

Primary path to market in the direct sourcing business 
is through partners introducing the LiveHire technology 
to their existing Fortune 1000 relationships and beyond. 

Partnerships include TAPFIN, Hiregenics, and IMG, each 
one of the largest Managed Service Providers, 
Payrollers and Staffing Suppliers in North America and 
globally, committed to bringing the LiveHire direct 
sourcing solution to market.

The Market Opportunity 

North American Managed Service Providers (MSPs) 
manage over US$80 billion1 of contingent labour 
Spend

Contingent workforce grew 11%2 in 2021 and is expected 
to continue at this growth rate. 

60%3 adoption of direct sourcing expected in the next 
year. 

85%4 of companies expect technology transformation 
to disrupt their operations. 

12

1. MSP Global Landscape Summary 2020: $US86B MSP in US in 2019, LVH assumes technology costs of 1-2%
2. SAI US STAFFING INDUSTRY FORECAST: APRIL 2021 UPDATE
3. SAI Achieving excellence in direct sourcing for contingent workforce 
4. 2020-2021 CXC Contingent Workforce Global Trends Report 
5. CXC report muths and truths about direct sourcing
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Traditional Supplier Model is a large panel of staffing suppliers 
competing to fill contingent jobs, with high supplier markup of ~20%.

Direct Sourcing Model is where one staffing partner(DS curator) 
is chosen to uniquely leverage company’s brand to build a talent 
community and fill jobs for a reduced markup of ~20% 

Why Large Companies in North America are adopting Direct Sourcing for Significant Savings
Direct Sourcing provides step change cost savings compared to the traditional supplier models for hiring contingent workers

Direct Sourcing partner with lower markup increases percentage  
of total hires across program spend and client achieves savings. 

The client is motivated to expand direct sourcing for the 
most significant savings. 

LVH fee  is 1-2% of contractor pay rate (this is indicative and 
may change from contract to contract).

Reduce Supplier 
Markup 

LVH Fee (1-2%)
 = US$550k-$1.1m

US$55m 
Contingent 

Worker Pay rate

US$11m
~20% Supplier Markup

For example: Average 
Contingent Program 

spend= US$77m 

13Note the above figures are for  illustrative purposes and are management’s view of the current market 
dynamics and should not be taken as fact  

US$11m
~20% Payroll Burdens

US$55m 
Contingent 

Worker Pay rate

US$11m
~20% Payroll Burdens

Savings 
potential  = 

~US$10m
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Key Learnings & Three Areas of Focus for Success

1. Current Client Portfolio: focus on clients that 
will scale to hiring and revenue outcomes

2. New Client Wins: focus on large ICP (Ideal 
Client Profile) clients who are committed to 
best practice preparation, adoption, and 
program scale

3. Partners: focus on partners who are proven to 
successfully staff recruiters who adopt our 
technology to deliver client outcomes

14

1. End clients who half-heartedly adopted Direct 
Sourcing and were non-ICP (Ideal Client Profile).  

This a similar scenario to the early stages of the 
VMS (Vendor Management System) and MSP 
(Managed Service Provider) adoption curves, 
according to Ardent Partners.

Both of these contingent solutions now enjoy 
majority penetration of clients with over 1,000 
employees1.

2. Some partners have proven much less capable 
than others of ramping the direct sourcing solution.  

Key Learnings: Areas of Focus:

1 SIA Reports - VMS Global Landscape Summary 2021 (dated 17 Dec 2021) and MSP Global Landscape Summary 2021 (dated Nov 10, 2021)
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Amy Doyle
Global Leader Talent Solutions, TAPFIN

“The strategic MSA with LiveHire 
allows TAPFIN to provide a world 
class direct sourcing solution to 
our clients and the market 
overall. TAPFIN is a proven 
partner to our 200+ global clients 
and will lead the way with a 
solution that increases their 
competitiveness in the labor 
market and delivers real 
business outcomes. Direct 
sourcing and our partnership 
with LiveHire is central to our 
mission to bring innovation and 
impact to our clients.”

● TAPFIN, a division of ManpowerGroup Talent Solutions LLC (NYSE:MAN), is one of the 
four largest Managed Service Providers globally.

● TAPFIN manages more than US$20B in contingent spend across 103 countries 
globally.

● LiveHire signed a Master Services Agreement (MSA) to be the preferred technology 
partner for TAPFIN, following a competitive process to bring a world-class direct 
sourcing solution to the TAPFIN client base.

● TAPFIN and LiveHire  are working closely together on several immediate and near term 
opportunities. 

● TAPFIN is in advanced negotiations with a number of its clients to integrate LiveHire’s 
technology solution, including a Fortune 100 global sports manufacturer and retailer. 
LiveHire technology has cleared the prospective client’s security and compliance 
reviews, and is now advancing through the scoping stage with the prospective client 
and the TAPFIN teams in the US. There is no guarantee that these negotiations will 
result a binding contract for LiveHiire’s solution. 

The company will update the market in accordance with its continuous disclosure 
obligations.

TAPFIN, one of the four largest global 
Managed Service Providers, is rolling out 
Direct Sourcing with LiveHire as their 
preferred technology

15
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How Intuitive rapidly engaged and hired talent 
on-site with LiveHire and Raise Recruiting Our results to date

736
Pre qualified talent pool members

“LiveHire’s sourcing technology provided a 
optimal candidate pool and successful job fair 
experience for Intuitive.”
Wendy Patience O’Brien, 
Sr. Human Resources Program Manager, 
Contingent Workforce at Intuitive

Intuitive, a pioneer of robotic-assisted surgery, engaged with Geometric Results Inc to implement a 
Managed Direct Sourcing program. Raise Recruiting and LiveHire leveraged the Intuitive brand to 
attract and engage Assembly Technicians at a recent careers fair. 

Challenges
● Promote event and boost registrations and attendance of suitable candidates
● Register, interview and test candidates rapidly on-site at the event
● Collaborate with Hiring Managers 

Solution
LiveHire enabled Intuitive to digitize the recruitment process and deliver a consumer-grade 
experience, delivering a consistent candidate experience and achieving rapid, volume hiring 
outcomes.

LiveHire enabled recruiters to communicate with speed. 75% of candidates registered for the event 
and confirmed their attendance, responding within 1 minute through 2-way text message 
functionality. 42% of candidates were hired from the private Intuitive Talent Community.

“Working with LiveHire has been an incredible experience. They have created a platform that 
enabled more effective communication with our candidates and provides customized workflows 
for all our hiring needs.” 
Samantha Fallis - Account & Curation Manager at Raise Recruiting

1 minute
Response time to confirm for the event

44
Offers on the day of the event

42%
Hired from the Talent Community

LiveHire Data, 2022
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Business update: YTD 2023
(July - November 2022) 
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LiveHire Permanent Hiring (SaaS) delivers a solid quarter and $5.8m in ARR:
✓ Closing ARR for Q1 23 $5.8m up 2% on Q4 22, and up 29% YOY.
✓ Client revenue retention consistent with plan with NRR rate % (rolling 12mths) at 95%, 1% point lower than Q1 22.
✓ Closing clients of 175, up 1 from Q4 22 (added 6 new clients, 5 losses, one of these losses was due to the parent company being added as 

a client in Q4 22, which was 2x larger than loss).
✓ 88 client opportunities live, up from 83 last quarter;  24 of these at proposal stage. 

LiveHire: Highlights from FY23!

Financial indicators are tracking to plan and enabling investment in North America, with cash receipts of $2.2m for the quarter, 
driven by strong new sales from Q4 22.  Closing cash balance of $13.9m includes capital raise of ~$10.1m less associated costs.

LiveHire named US TIARA Talent Tech Star Awards 3x Finalist in contingent solutions - Komatsu Australia wins the 
CandE award for second year!

Note:  None of the information included in this presentation should be considered individually material, unless specifically stated. All figures in this announcement are provided on an unaudited 
basis. All references to dollar amounts or figures is in Australian currency unless stated otherwise.

LiveHire Contingent Hiring (Direct Sourcing) focuses on implementation and ramping of Ideal Client Profile (ICP) clients:
✓ Direct Sourcing added 1 new client with a strong focus on ICP clients that drive revenue growth throughout the year.  Also one of the 

world’s largest oil and gas companies upgraded from our Large client category (~$300k) to Super (~$1.3m).
✓ LiveHire has removed non-ICP clients from the pipeline resulting in 74 ICP client opportunities live; 12 of these at proposal stage.
✓ LiveHire US team attended the CWS Summit in Dallas - the most well-attended event of its kind attracting HR, procurement and 

workforce solutions management professionals from Fortune 2000 companies around the world.
✓ Underlying non-COVID role revenues are up 20% on previous quarter, and 193% on Q1 22.  Trendline is positive with the number of 

Applications submitted on platform, which generally predetermines next quarter’s revenue, up 24% on previous quarter and 96% on 
Q1 22. 

✓ Investment in security and compliance (ISO 270001) certification and SOC 2 Type 1 proves key in winning enterprise deals and high 
price point pipeline expansion.
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Model ICP Clients

TAPFIN is in advanced negotiations with a number of its clients to integrate LiveHire’s 
technology solution, including a Fortune 100 global sports manufacturer and retailer. LiveHire 
technology has cleared the prospective client’s security and compliance reviews, and is now 
advancing through the scoping stage with the prospective client and the TAPFIN teams in 
the US. There is no guarantee that these negotiations will result a binding contract for 
LiveHire’s solution. 

Hiregenics signed a Statement of Work (SOW) with LiveHire to provide its Direct Sourcing 
solution to one of Hiregenic’s clients, a Fortune 500 oil and gas company.  

Brian Soderholm, Chief Revenue Officer and President at HireGenics commented, "It takes 
People, Process and Technology to deliver a world class Direct Sourcing solution. We were 
meticulous in evaluating Direct Sourcing technology providers and found a platform that we felt 
not only complemented but enhanced our offering. We have found a true technology partner 
who understands how to use a customer’s brand to attract and continuously keep the top talent 
engaged and ready to hire. We selected LiveHire as our strategic partner, and together we are 
already seeing the results that a great technology partner can produce for our clients.” 
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Technology plays a critical role in separating a good Direct Sourcing solution from a great 
one. We were meticulous in evaluating Direct Sourcing technology providers to find a platform 
that we felt was next level in the space", she said. "We were also seeking a true partner that is 
customer-centric and hungry to revolutionize how companies acquire talent. HireGenics 
selected LiveHire as our strategic partner and together we are already seeing the results that 
a great solution can produce for our clients.

LVH direct sourcing technology continues to drive great business outcomes

“
Kate Bussey
SR Vice President and Direct Sourcing practice Leader, HireGenics

Partnering with LiveHire as a curator for the last 2 years has enabled us to create a seamless 
direct sourcing solution that scales quickly and efficiently exceeding client expectations.  In 
addition, it allows for an elevated candidate experience combining high tech with high touch.  

Michael Leacy
Chief Sales Office and EVP,  Raise Recruiting

“
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We invested to win (and won), we are investing to scale rapidly 
LiveHire is in a leading position to capitalise on the Direct Sourcing movement after already investing to win, we are now 
investing to execute at a global scale. 

21

Expansion of US operations due to TAPFIN’s 
accelerated  adoption of direct sourcing

Expansion into European Direct Sourcing market

✔ Cater for current and future requirements for 
Trans-Atlantic roll out

✔ Build multi-country solution and localise in EU+UK

✔ GDPR self-serve, multi-language and legal 

✔ Support sensitivities to business model’s early stage scaling 

✔ Operational leadership for revenue scaling and fast launch team 
to speed time to scale

✔ System functionality, productivity, integration and scalability 

✔ Implementations, support, marketing, sales

Working capital coverage

How are we tracking? 

✔ Fast Launch team staffed and preparing for 
deployment against 3 Fortune 100 clients with 
significant revenue potential. Purpose: 
accelerate revenue outcomes early!

✔ Work is underway for expanded and 
multi-European country localisations
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We currently have 170+ SaaS clients across diverse industries... 
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LiveHire: globally recognised and award winning!

3x finalist for Tiara Talent 
Tech Star Awards US 
(Winners announced 
December 1, 2022) in 
categories:

● The Candidate 
Experience Solution of 
the Year

● The Contractor Solution 
of the Year

● Talent Tech Innovation
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Strategy
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LiveHire’s Addressable Market & Current Progress

Direct Sourcing market

Contingent hiring sold to procurement/finance

Competitive 
value 
proposition

● Disintermediate the ~20%5 mark-ups paid on 
temporary employees

● Reducing mark-ups to realise savings
● Plus faster, better hires

Market Focus North America

Estimated size 
of market

● $US80b+1 spend in the US on MSPs
● LiveHire’s fee @ 1-2% could indicate an $US800m+ TAM

Go to market Via partners who have a strong financial incentive to 
introduce to sell the solution to their clients

Current 
consolidated 
position

26 partners (as at September 2022)
31 clients
Examples of clients: Ontario Ministry of Health, Global 
Professional Services Firm, Enbridge4

 1MSP Global Landscape Summary 2020: $US86B MSP in US in 2019, LVH assumes technology costs of 1-2%. 2ABS Counts of Australian Businesses, including Entries and Exits 2020, 4,160 companies with 200+ employees
3 Data provided by ContactAffix as at March 2020, referencing NZ companies with 250+FTE  4The Ian Martin Group managing the student contract program for Enbridge Inc. 5 https://www.headcountmgmt.com/everything-but-staffing

SaaS market

       Permanent hiring sold to HR           +   Internal mobility sold to HR

By creating a pre-existing talent community 
clients can*:

● Reduce time to hire from 25 days to 7 
days

● Increase recruiter efficiency with AI 
from 50 to 3 candidates

● Reduce per hire cost from $5,800 to 
$2,500

(*Vodafone client example)

● Know all skills & use AI to 
search and move talent into 
internal roles

● Communicate seamlessly 
by SMS

● Avoid turnover through 
poor internal job markets

Australia                                                    New Zealand

● 4,000 companies2

● $100m potential tech spend
● Large, medium, small

● 1,000+ companies3

● $10m potential tech spend
● Large, medium

Direct sales force

175  clients (as at September 2022)
Example of clients: Vodafone, University of 
Newcastle, BabyBunting

4 clients
Examples of clients: Large state 
governments
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LiveHire’s Performance Metrics - Glossary
Below we explain a handful of the headline performance metrics, and inputs into key metrics, 
that we use every day to manage and drive LiveHire’s performance.

Monthly Recurring Revenue
Monthly recurring revenue is a point in time monthly view of LiveHire’s recurring revenue 
components. This is a combination of fixed monthly recurring revenue streams, variable monthly 
recurring revenue streams, and monthly recognised recurring revenue streams for upfront paying 
clients. 

Annualised Recurring Revenue (ARR)
ARR represents contracted recurring revenue components of term subscriptions 
normalised to a one-year period. 

Opening ARR
Opening ARR represents the ARR at the beginning of the period.

New Business ARR
New Business ARR represents the ARR derived from new clients secured in that period.

ARR Churn – Customer Losses
ARR Churn represents the value of ARR which was not renewed by clients lost in that period.

Net Revenue Retention (NRR) rate % 
Calculated as (Opening ARR + upsell ARR – downsell ARR – churn / lost ARR ) / Opening ARR. NRR is an 
indicator that measures how well a business can not only renew but generate additional revenue 
from its clients post initial sale.

ARR Churn 
ARR Churn Customer Losses + Net Upsell ARR

Closing ARR
Closing ARR represents the ARR at the end of the period and is calculated as:
Opening ARR + New Business ARR + Net Upsell ARR - Churn ARR Customer Losses.

Churn %
ARR Churn as a percentage of Opening ARR.

Annualised Recurring Revenue Per Client (ARRPC)
ARRPC is calculated as: Closing ARR / number of clients
ARRPC is a key metric and can be grown by securing higher value clients, and by adding new 
products and functionality to provide more value to clients.

Client
A client is defined as being an entity from which ARR is generated at a point in time.

Talent Community Connection (TCC)
A talent community connection (TCC) represents a connection between a company and an 
employment candidate on the LiveHire platform. An individual candidate may join multiple talent 
communities resulting in multiple TCCs per candidate. TCCs include unclaimed candidate profiles 
created by a company or its service providers or by the candidate through a job application process. 
TCCs may also include claimed candidate profiles that remain on the platform available to be 
connected with live talent communities after being archived by their only active company 
connection.
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LiveHire’s Financial Metrics - Glossary
Below we explain a handful of the headline performance metrics, and inputs into key metrics, 
that we use every day to manage and drive LiveHire’s performance.

Statutory EBITDA
EBITDA including Share Based Payments and R&D rebate income, and after the transfer of certain 
costs to the software development asset.

Annual Cash Burn excluding financing activities
Cash Burn excluding financing activities is calculated as operating and investing cash flows as 
reported in the statutory cash flow statement.

It does not include net cashflows from financing activities (e.g. capital raise).

Estimated Annual Contract Value (EACV) - Direct Sourcing
EACV refers to the expected annual contract value that a direct sourcing client will pay LiveHire when 
the client is at full ramp. LiveHire expects the client to take 18-24mths to ramp to this rate of use. 
Ramping may also be impacted by forex movements.

Management’s assumption an average of $215k EACV per client has been calculated on a blended 
sales basis across the paybooks (in $US) of the companies Livehire intends to target and the LiveHire 
fee (%) that would be calculated across each paybook.  The size of each paybook was assumed in USD 
and has been converted to AUD based on an exchange rate of 1.41.

Opportunities Live
Organisations that have had a discovery meeting and / or demonstration of the product and are in 
active consideration of the LiveHire solution.

Recurring Revenue
Recurring revenue is the component of statutory reported operating revenue that relates to 
recurring revenue streams earned during the period being reported on. Recurring revenue streams 
include hosting fees, user licence fees and ongoing support and maintenance fees.

Non-Recurring Revenue
Non-recurring revenue is the component of statutory reported operating revenue that relates to 
one-off revenue streams earned during the period being reported on. This predominantly consists 
of upfront implementation and integrations fees as well as professional services fees.

Management EBITDA
EBITDA excluding Share Based Payments and R&D rebate income, and prior to the transfer of 
certain costs to the software development asset. It provides a normalised view that excludes 
significant non-cash expenses, income not considered part of core operations, and includes all 
salary costs (including those able to be capitalised under the applicable accounting standards).

Ideal Client Profile (ICP)
Clients who are committed to the structure, scale and change management of a deal to be 
successful over time

Applications
Applications is the total number of candidates submitting applications for roles on the LiveHire 
platform in the quarter (excluding applications for Covid roles which are in final decline). 
Applications generally predetermine next quarter’s revenue.
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LiveHire’s Disclaimer
This disclaimer applies to this presentation and the information contained in it (the Presentation). By reading this disclaimer you agree to be bound by it. The Presentation has 
been prepared by LiveHire Limited and relates to its subsidiaries and their respective related parties (collectively the Company). The Presentation is dated 17 November 2022 
and the information in it is subject to change without notice.

The Presentation is for information purposes only. This Presentation does not contain all information necessary to make an investment decision or that would be required in a 
prospectus or product disclosure statement prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Corporations Act 2001 (Cth) (Corporations Act). The Presentation is of a 
general nature and does not purport to be complete or verified by any other person. The Company does not have any responsibility or obligation to inform you of any matter 
arising or coming to their notice, after the date of the Presentation, which may affect any matter referred to in the Presentation.

The information presented in this Presentation may differ materially in both content and presentation from that to be presented in any other presentation or other document 
to be issued by the Company. This Presentation is not a recommendation by any of the parties that any recipient invest in the Company.

Distribution or release of this document in the United States or elsewhere outside Australia may be restricted by law. This Presentation has been prepared for publication in 
Australia and may not be released to US wire services or distributed in the United States. Shares in the Company have not been, and will not be, registered under the US 
Securities Act of 1933 and may not be offered or sold in the United States except in transactions exempt from, or not subject to, the registration requirements of the US 
Securities Act and applicable US state securities laws. Persons who come into possession of this document who are not in Australia should observe any such restrictions. Any 
failure to comply with such restrictions may constitute a violation of applicable securities laws.

The Presentation does not constitute an offer, invitation, solicitation or recommendation with respect to the purchase or sale of any security in the Company nor does it 
constitute financial product advice. The Presentation is not a prospectus, product disclosure statement or other offer document under Australian law or under any other law. 
The Presentation has not been filed, registered or approved by regulatory authorities in any jurisdiction. The Presentation is not intended to be relied upon as advice or a 
recommendation to investors and does not take into account the investment objectives, financial situation, taxation situation or needs of any particular investor.

An investor must not act on the basis of any matter contained in the Presentation but must make its own assessment of the Company and conduct its own investigations and 
analysis. Investors should assess their own individual financial circumstances and consider talking to a financial adviser, professional adviser or consultant before making any 
investment decision. Neither this Presentation nor anything contained in it forms the basis of any contract or commitment and no agreement to subscribe for securities will be 
entered into on the basis of this Presentation.
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LiveHire’s Disclaimer
While reasonable care has been taken in relation to the preparation of the Presentation, neither the Company nor its directors, officers, employees, contractors, agents, or 
advisers nor any other person (Limited Party) guarantees or makes any representations or warranties, express or implied, as to or takes responsibility for, the accuracy, 
reliability, completeness or fairness of the information, opinions, forecasts, reports, estimates and conclusions contained in the Presentation. No Limited Party represents or 
warrants that the Presentation is complete or that it contains all information about the Company that a prospective investor or purchaser may require in evaluating a 
possible investment in the Company or acquisition of shares in the Company. To the maximum extent permitted by law, each Limited Party expressly disclaims any and all 
liability, including, without limitation, any liability arising out of fault or negligence, for any loss arising from the use of or reliance on information contained in the Presentation 
including representations or warranties or in relation to the accuracy or completeness of the information, statements, opinions, forecasts, reports or other matters, express or 
implied, contained in, arising out or derived from, or for omissions from the Presentation including, without limitation, any financial information, any estimates or projections 
and any other financial information derived therefrom.

The Presentation includes forward-looking statements and comments about future events, including the Company’s expectations about the performance of its businesses. 
Forward-looking words such as “expect”, “should”, “could”, “may”, “predict”, “plan”, “will”, “believe”, “forecast”, “estimate”, “target” or other similar expressions are intended to 
identify forward-looking statements. Such statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties, assumptions and other important factors, many of which are beyond 
the control of the Company and which may cause actual results, performance or achievements to differ materially from those expressed or implied by such statements. 
Forward-looking statements are provided as a general guide only, and should not be relied on as an indication or guarantee of future performance. Given these uncertainties, 
recipients are cautioned to not place undue reliance on any forward-looking statement. Subject to any continuing obligations under applicable law, the Company disclaims 
any obligation or undertaking to disseminate any updates or revisions to any forward-looking statements in the Presentation to reflect any change in expectations in relation 
to any forward-looking statements or any change in events, conditions or circumstances on which any such statement is based. No Limited Party or any other person makes 
any representation, or gives any assurance or guarantee that the occurrence of the events expressed or implied in any forward-looking statements in the Presentation will 
occur.

Past performance is not indicative of future performance and no guarantee of future returns is implied or given. 
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Get In Touch 

investors@livehire.com

@livehireme

Melbourne

Level 5, 90 Queen Street
Safe Deposit Building
Melbourne VIC 3000

grogers@srgpartners.com.au

www.livehire.com
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